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(R3) 13:45 WARWICK, 2m 

Biffa Waste Services Novices' Handicap Hurdle (Div 1) (Class 5) (3YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 U23/P66
-

TAYZAR 301 
b g Kayf Tara - Matilda Too

9 11 - 12 Theo Gillard (7)
Ruth Jefferson

105

Jockey Colours: Orange, dark blue chevron, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, dark blue
star
Timeform says: Scored over fences off an 11 lb higher mark last season, but didn't shown
much in 3 runs in this sphere during the back end of last year. Market may prove a useful
guide on return following wind op.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 365- HAPPY B (IRE) 355 
b g Lord Shanakill - Happy Reunion

5 11 - 11 David England
S Drinkwater

104

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue hoop, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars
Timeform says: Showed a fair bit to work on when third in a Worcester maiden (20f) on
debut last summer and whilst below that level twice thereafter it's feasible to expect
improvement now handicapping on return.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

3 3603-24 KABRIT (IRE) 14 BF 
ch g Mastercraftsman - Twinkling Ice

5 11 - 9p T J O'Brien
A Ralph

102

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red seams, red sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Fair Flat winner who has shaped creditably both starts upon returning to
action this summer, latterly when fourth at Perth (2m) 2 weeks ago. Should go well again in
refitted cheekpieces.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

4 1/78F-
44

CREMANT (IRE) 30 
b g Getaway - Opera Season

6 11 - 9h R T Dunne
N P Mulholland

102

Jockey Colours: Yellow, light green seams, light green and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Displaying more positive signs of late, catching the eye when fourth on
handicap debut at Uttoxeter (20f) last month, leading on bridle 2 out and no extra only late
on. He's capable of better still.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

5 330/4P-
8

LESTER KRIS (IRE) 24 
b g Fame And Glory - Wood Sprite

6 11 - 6tp M G Nolan
Kayley Woollacott

99

Jockey Colours: Black, mauve star, light blue sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, light blue star
Timeform says: Best effort for present yard when fourth in a C&D handicap on return last
winter but disappointed thereafter and his Fontwell return in August lacked a great deal of
encouragement. Cheekpieces added.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

6 43/5765- CATLOW (IRE) 270 
b g Let The Lion Roar - Jon Jon's Grace

7 11 - 5t1 J M Davies
Henry Oliver

98

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets
Timeform says: Encouragement to glean from trio of starts in novice/maiden hurdles but
failed to improve immediately when midfield on handicap debut at Market Rasen (18.6f) back
in December. Early days.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

7 35-6 BILLY RAY 69 (55F) 
b g Sixties Icon - Fiumicino

5 11 - 4t1 Jonathan England
Sam Drake

97

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue seams, halved sleeves, light blue cap
Timeform says: Useful at best on the Flat but largely disappointing for present stable, well
held over hurdles/on Flat in recent months. Does at least now get a crack at handicaps in this
sphere. Tongue tied.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 
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8 00/90-P RED CHARMER (IRE) 75 
b g Red Clubs - Golden Charm

10 10 - 12 D A Jacob
Suzi Best

91

Jockey Colours: Yellow, grey braces
Timeform says: Fair 11f winner on Flat for Marjorie Fife in 2018 but yet to show much since
for current yard over hurdles, pulling up in Stratford handicap on resumption. Others appeal
more.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

9 0290-90 ISHYABOI (IRE) 48 
b g Wareed - She's Our Luck

8 10 - 10p Jack Tudor (5)
Christian Williams

89

Jockey Colours: Black, red stars, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Still without success following 14 attempts in this sphere, but claims judged
on bits and pieces of form, not least when runner-up at Southwell (20.3f) from 9 lb higher
mark last winter.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

10 5-
F0UP8

MI LADDO (IRE) 12 
b g Lilbourne Lad - Fritta Mista

4 10 - 6v1t P J Brennan
Oliver Greenall

85

Jockey Colours: Grey, pink seams, halved sleeves, pink cap
Timeform says: Poor maiden hurdler who has failed to complete on 3 of his 5 starts since
the restart and didn't offer a great deal when midfield at Uttoxeter (15.7f) 12 days ago. Visor
now the headgear of choice.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

11 06573/P
-

DREAM BAIE (FR) 238 
b g Crillon - Montaraza

7 10 - 4 David Noonan
M J Roberts

83

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue and red hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Backed at long odds and step back in right direction when third at Plumpton
(15.9f) in January 2019. Pulled up at that venue when last seen at the start of the year
though, and back from another break  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

12 0305-3P LAST CHANCE PADDY (USA) 33
(8F) 
gr g Paddy O'prado - Mizzcan'tbewrong

6 10 - 0b Jamie Bargary
Miss Sarah-jayne
Davies

79

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black star, hooped sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Modest maiden who showed a bit over hurdles again at Newton Abbot on
July's return, but well beaten over hurdles/on Flat since and no easy task on here from out
the weights. Blinkered.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

Long Handicap: Last Chance Paddy 9 - 4

TIMEFORM VIEW: CREMANT is going the right way, catching the eye on handicap debut at
Uttoxeter last month with residual greenness possibly at play close home. He's the type to progress
again as he gains further experience and gets the nod back down in trip. Kabrit has been running well
and is feared, along with handicap debutant Happy B.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CREMANT (4) 
2: KABRIT (3) 
3: HAPPY B (2)


